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INSPIRED BY NATURE: SOFTEN THE MOOD WITH
SUBTLE SUMMER HUES
This coming season, interiors are set to be inspired by a softer
collection of muddy pastels derived from nature and living matter.
According to Dulux, the Colour Trends for Summer 2016 will comprise
delicate hues such as greys, dirty pinks, nudes and natural greens.
Dulux’s Summer palette inspired Bio Fragility from the 2016
Dulux Colour Trends, “Design Age”, celebrates the perfection of
imperfections and is heavily influenced by the concept of bespoke
creation.
Calling on nature not just to inspire but to collaborate, flesh tones,
lichen, moss and stone influence the subtle hues of the palette
which are derived from chalky brittle elements rather than soft
textures.
Dulux Colour Expert, Andrea Lucena-Orr, says the key colours of
Summer, such as Dulux Mangaweka, Old Eagle, Silkwort, Partita
and Snow Season, create a beautiful, tranquil setting that is very
easy to live with in the home.
“The Summer palette for 2016 is quite neutral and has easy-to-use
colours that most consumers would feel confident using in their
homes. The palette has evolved from a more pastel feel last year,
offering subtle muted undertones with a certain earthiness,” says
Andrea.

“Homeowners can create a relaxed interior with beautiful
detail by introducing these gentle Summer hues that add a
touch of colour but are not overwhelming. Pale colours derived
from natural matter creates softness in a space and can be
counterbalanced with unexpected mixes of warm and cool
shades together to add interest.”
With Summer calling for a more refined offering of hues, the
season’s colours can be easily adapted to virtually any room.
For those not bold enough to transform an entire room, try using
these refreshing and light colours in smaller volumes on accents,
trims and accessories.
“For a mini Summer makeover, a lighter shade such as Dulux
Partita with Snow Season Quarter can be introduced in smaller
applications to complement colours in soft furnishings such as
cushions and ceramic items.”
“Neutral accessories work really well with these more subtle
and muted shades as well as soft and subdued combinations,”
says Andrea.
Dulux’s Summer predictions are the product of research into
global design, colour and finishes inspired by trade shows,
fashion, technology, media and trends agencies.

PHOTOGRAPHER: LISA COHEN, STYLED BY BREE LEECH AND HEATHER NETTE KING FOR DULUX COLOUR TRENDS 2016 - BIO FRAGILITY PALETTE.
DULUX WASH&WEAR IN SILKWORT, PARTITA, OLD EAGLE & MANGAWEKA, DULUX AQUANAMEL IN SNOW SEASON QUARTER. LAMPS – AJAR AND GREAT DANE, PENDANT LIGHT – NORSU,
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Andrea’s top tips for homeowners using colour this Summer are:
“Always consider the lighting in the space to ensure you are
making the most of natural daylight to create a beautiful Summer
experience. Remember to review existing furnishings to ensure
these colours will work with fittings that cannot be changed easily,
and look to your surrounding environment and colours in your
garden for inspiration.”
For more colour or painting advice view the Dulux ‘how to projects’
online www.dulux.com.au
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TOP INTERIOR COLOURS FOR SUMMER

Mangaweka

Old Eagle

Snow Season Quarter

Partita

Silkwort

Dulux Mangaweka: This natural green with a muted
undertone is perfect for any room in the home to help create
a tranquil and relaxed setting.
Dulux Old Eagle: This earthy grey has a subtle warm,
brownish tinge to soften the grey and is an easy colour to use
in living areas, bedrooms and formal spaces. Old Eagle has
enormous flexibility to scheme alongside many other colours
including stronger deeper combinations.
Dulux Silkwort: An elegant grey with a soft undertone of
green or beige, perfect for any main walls in the home. This
hue is such a great background colour as it is so adaptable
with many other colours.
Dulux Partita: A warm subtle beige, Partita is a perfect
main wall colour to create a welcoming warmth and balance
between stronger or darker furniture and accessories.
Dulux Snow Season Quarter: This striking white is a timeless
classic and falls slightly on the cool side, however, will
still scheme beautifully with warmer natural hues and also
deeper hues.

STYLE TIPS FOR SUMMER 2016 BY BREE LEECH,
CREATIVE CONSULTANT AND STYLIST FOR DULUX
• Use combinations that provide some contrast and
interest such as warm and cool shades together or
light and dark. Try using unexpected mixes of pastel
mauves and muddy neutrals.
• Counterbalance the softness of the hues with striking
angles. Inspired by geometric forms introduce these
angles through furniture detail, pattern, art or feature
wall designs.
• Bio Fragility celebrates the perfection of
imperfections – soften paint lines between colours
by creating a rough brushed edge that plays on this
trend detail.
• Texture is an important element – use cushions with
different fabrics or introduce another textural layer to
the space with an area rug.
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• Add living things to your home. Feature plants
that are curious and provide interest such as cacti,
succulents or bromeliads.

